
Econometric Analysis – Dr. Sobel 
 

 
Econometrics Session 3 (time permitting and mostly for reference if your paper needs these adjustments): 

 

5. Advanced Adjustments & Special Cases (time permitting and mostly for reference if your paper needs these 

adjustments) 

 

 Interaction terms – when the effect of one variable depends on another variable (e.g. different for men/women) 

  - for two variables X and Y, we do this by including both X, Y, and also a new variable X*Y (X times Y)  

 

For example, let’s ask whether the impact of a person’s high school GPA on their college GPA depends on 

whether they went to a private or public high school.  In other words, if you went to a private school your high 

school GPA might matter more or less than it does if you went to a public high school.  We would do this by 

including both the high school GPA as a variable AND including a new variable that we have to create that is the 

high school GPA times the zero/one variable indicating they went to a public high school.  So let’s first create the 

new variable pub_hsgpa = hsgpa*dpub 

 

CREATING A NEW VARIABLE THAT IS AN INTERACTION TERM: 

 

Now run the regression including this new variable as well: 



“Discrete”, “Count”, or Dummy Variables as the dependent variable (probit / logit / tobit) 

 

    - When the dependent variable is a zero/one variable we use “Probit” or “Logit” (usually Probit) but you can 

see which gives the best results. Run using “Model” menu, “Nonlinear models”, “Probit” (or “Logit”), 

then “Binary”.  Note that the coefficients cannot be interpreted the same. Choosing “Show slopes at 

mean” will give you the “marginal effects” coefficients you can interpret the same (how a one unit 

change effects the PROBABILITY it is a one, and note these are in decimal form so 0.35 means it 

increases the probability of a one by 35%).  But you will also need to run it the other way selecting 

“show p-values” to get the significance to show in your table you report as well. 

 

Let’s try to see whether a student’s math SAT score impacts the PROBABILITY they choose to major in science 

(dsci).   We have a dummy/indicator variable dsci that is equal to one if they live on campus.  Let’s run a 

Probit model using this as the dependent variable. 

 

RUNNING A PROBIT MODEL FOR A DEPENDENT VARIABLE THAT IS ZERO/ONE: 

 

 

The answer is “yes” students with higher math SAT scores are more likely to major in science disciplines (we 

know this from the stars to the right in the version that came from “Show p-values” to the right above). 

 

The “show slopes at mean” coefficients are the ones to interpret.  The coefficient on msat is 0.00227212.  So for 

every 1 point higher on the math SAT they are 0.00227212 (or 0.227212%) more likely to major in science.  Let’s 

multiply those so they make sense.  For every 100 points higher on the math SAT, they are roughly 22.7% (or 

23%) more likely to major in science.  This is really “percentage points” so for example if a student’s odds of 

majoring in science were 60% normally, a 100 point increase in their math SAT would increase their probability 

of majoring in science to 83%. 

 

 

 



 

    - When the dependent variable is a count (0, 1, 2, 3...) variable we use “Poisson” or “Negative binomial” 

model. Run using “Model” menu, “Nonlinear models”, “Count data” and then you can pick Poisson or 

one of two negative binomial models.  These are harder to interpret and if you need to do this you 

should see me. 

 

    - When the dependent variable is censored (or “truncated”) by being cut off at some high or low value we use 

a “Tobit” model (“Model” menu, “Nonlinear models”, “Tobit”) but this is unusual.  For this you should 

also see me. 

 

Panel Data Analysis & Fixed Effects – when you have both cross sectional and time series data (e.g., all states for 

a number of years) you generally include “fixed effects” which are simply dummy variables for each time 

period and/or for each state.  This controls for anything specific to all states in a given year (like a recession) 

or for anything specific to one state in all years (like Hawaii is just always different).  You can create and 

include these dummy variables yourself (although you must EXCLUDE one of the years or states as that will 

be in the constant).  Alternatively, if you make sure you tell gretl your data is “Panel Data” (go to Data menu, 

Dataset structure to change or specify) you can then have it make these up for you by going to “Model” 

menu, selecting “Panel” then “Fixed and random effects”. 

 

 Special problems/issues with time series data (you would again have to see me for help with these) 

  - The problem of “nonstationary” data (will give significant results even when not) 

 The EASIEST way to overcome this is to run your model in “Change” form were you use the year 

to year changes in ALL of the variables for the model rather than the raw data.  You can, 

however, test for this as a problem using “Variable menu” then “Unit Root Tests”. 

- In time series models we generally want to predict the future based on the past, which is called 

“autoregressive” or “AR” model, use “Model” then “Time series” then “Autoregressive 

estimation”. 

- For some sets of two time series variables we just want to see if they tend to hang together through 

time, which is called a “Cointegration test” (found under “Model” menu, then “Time series”) 

- Granger Causality (Chicken Egg paper we will be covering) – can only be done on time series data, then 

go to “Model”, “Time series”, “Vector autoregression”, here you put BOTH variables as 

“Endogenous” (dependent variables), you can run your model without any “Exogenous” 

(independent) variables.  Again, this is one you would need to see me for help with. 

  



 

List of gretl User Manual References & Pages for Important Commands 

 

 

GRETL USER GUIDE (PDF “users guide” button along bottom): 

 

 

1) How to run a basic OLS regression and details on all the menu commands for OLS regressions is in 

Chapter 2, Pages 5-12 

 

2) Saving sessions, creating a model table, and the icon view is in Chapter 3, Section 3.4 on pages 16-18 

 

3) Data files, how to read them in, rules on variable names, types of data is in Chapter 4, on pages 19-23 

 

4) Dealing with missing values in the data is in Chapter 4, Section 4.6, on pages 27-28 

 

5) Using subsamples of data, setting the sample is in Chapter 6, pages 36-38 

 

6) Creating graphs and graph options is in Chapter 7, pages 40-41 

 

7) Heteroskedasticity, robust standard errors, White’s correction is in Chapter 15, pages 113-114 

 

8) Using “panel” data and fixed effects is in Chapter 16, pages 121-125 

 

9) Time series models are in Chapters 23-25, on pages 173-210.  See Section 24.2 on Page 188 for 

Granger causality 

 

10) Probit, Logit, and Tobit models are in Chapter 19, pages 234-253 

 

 

  

 

 


